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Bulk RNA-seq 
�  Measures average expression level of  each gene 

�  Two major disadvantages 
�  Insufficient for studying heterogeneous systems 

�  Not providing insights into stochastic nature of  gene 
expression 



scRNA-seq 
�  First published in 2009 (Tang) and popularized since 

2014 due to new protocols and lower costs 

�  Measures distribution of  expression levels for each gene 

�  Cell-specific changes in transcriptome are addressed: 
�  Cell type identify, heterogeneous cell responses, stochastic 

gene expression, inference of  gene regulatory networks 

�  Datasets range from 10^2 to 10^6 cells 

�  Available protocols/platforms, like 10X Genomics 
Chromium 

�  Novel statistical and computational methods are 
required 



Workflow 



Major challenges 
�  The main difference between bulk and single-cell RNA-seq is: 

each scRNA sequencing library represents a single cell, 
instead of  a population of  cells. 

�  Thus, we shall be cautious when comparing results from 
different cells (sequencing libraries). 

�  The main sources of  discrepancy between cells/libraries are: 
�  Amplification (up to 1 million fold) (solved by UMI?) 
�  Gene “dropouts”: a gene is observed at a moderate level in 

one cell but is not detected in another (LOD problem?) 

�  Both sources of  discrepancy are due to limited amounts of  
RNA in one cell.  

�  It is possible to alleviate these issues by proper normalization 
and corrections. 



All these methods can be categorized by two aspects: quantification and capture. 



Quantification 

�  Full-length protocol tries to achieve a uniform read 
coverage for each transcript. 
�  Often biased in the coverage 

�  Tag-based protocol only grasps either 5’ or 3’-end 
of  each RNA.  
�  Can use UMIs to improve quantification 
�  Restricting to one end may reduce mappability 
�  Also makes it harder to distinguish isoforms 

�  The choice of  quantification matters analysis 
methods. 



capture 
�  Decides throughtput (# of  cells), how cells can be 

selected, and what additional information besides 
the sequencing that can be obtained. 

�  Well-based platforms: cells are isolated by pipette 
or laser and placed in microfluidic wells 
�  Pro: can combine with FACS to select cells based on 

surface markers; can picture the cells to check 
damaged cells or doublets 

�  Con: low-throughput and lots of  labor 



�  Microfluidic platforms (Fluidigm C1) 
�  Only 10% capture efficiency, not proper for rare cell-

types or very small amounts of  input 
�  Chip is relatively expensive 

�  Can save reagents since reactions can be carried out 
in a smaller volume 



�  Droplet-based method 

�  Encapsulate each cell inside a nanoliter droplet together 
with a bead. 

�  Each bead is loaded with enzymes to construct library 
and a unique barcode which is attached to all of  the 
reads originating from that cell. 

�  All droplets can be pooled, sequenced together and 
reads can be assigned to cell origin based on barcodes. 

�  Have the highest throughput since library preparation 
cost is as low as 0.05 USD/cell. 

�  The limiting factor is sequencing cost 







Reads QC 

�  Output of  a scRNA experiment is a large collection 
of  cDNA reads. 

�  The first step is to ensure the reads are of  high 
quality, using standard tools like FastQC. 

�  Also can visualized the .bam data using IGV 



Reads alignment/mapping 
�  After trimming low quality bases, reads are then 

mapped to a reference genome, using STAR. 

�  For full-transcript datasets, pseudo-alignment methods 
(Kallisto, Salmon) may out-perform conventional 
alignments. 

�  For drop-seq datasets with a larger number of  reads, 
pseudo-alignment seems more appealing since run-time 
can be several orders of  magnitude less. 

�  When UMIs are used, barcodes are removed from the 
read sequence (and added to the read name). 

�  Usually 60-70% mapping rate is expected; we expect all 
cells have a similar mapping rate so any outlier should 
be removed. 



Mapping QC 

�  After mapping, we need to evaluate quality of  
mapping, such as: 
�  Amounts of  reads mapping to rRNA/tRNA 

�  Proportion of  uniquely mapping reads 
�  etc 
�  Can use bulk RNA-seq tool, like RSeQC 

�  3’ Bias in read coverage: due to poly-A selection to 
avoid sequencing rRNA  





Reads quantification 
�  Next is to quantify expression level of  each gene for 

each cell. 

�  Can use bulk RNA-seq tools, like FeatureCounts. 

�  Unique molecular identifiers (UMIs) make it 
possible to count the absolute number of  
molecules. The quantification of  UMIs will be 
discussed in the following slides. 



UMIs: basics 

�  UMIs are short (4-10bp) random barcodes added 
to transcripts during RT. 

�  Thus removing amplification noise and biases. 

�  Usually sequence only the end of  transcript 
containing the UMI (3’ end) 



UMIs: mapping barcodes 
�  # unique UMIs (4N) << # molecules/cell (106), so each UMI will be 

assigned to multiple transcripts. 

�  Thus, to identify unique molecules, both UMI and mapping location 
must be used. 

�  Typically, for paired-end reads, one read captures cell and UMI 
barcodes while the other read consists of  exonic transcript 
sequence. 

�  In the end, the UMI is added to the read name of  the other paired 
read; reads are sorted into separate files by cell barcode. 



UMIs: counting UMIs 
�  In theory, every unit UMI-transcript pair should 

represent all reads originating from a single RNA 
molecule. 

�  In practice, this is frequently not the case due to: 
�  1. Different UMI does not necessarily mean different 

molecules (e.g. sequencing errors may cause new 
UMI sequences) 

�  2. Different transcript does not necessarily mean 
different molecule (multi-mapping may lead to some 
UMIs being assigned to the wrong gene/transcript) 

�  3. Same UMI does not necessarily mean same 
molecule (same UMI may be attached to different 
mRNA molecules from the same gene) 





UMIs: correcting for errors 

�  It remains an active area of  research.  

�  Some tools: 
�  UMI-tools 

�  PoissonUMIs 
�  zUMIs 
�  dropEst 

�  One limitation of  current tools: assume that all 
UMIs are equally frequent but ignores bias related 
to GC content. 

�    



UMIs: downstream analysis 

�  Current UMI platforms exhibit highly variable 
capture efficiency, causing strong biases. 

�  Current analyses often pool cells/genes together to 
increase power.  

�  Robust statistical analyses are needed to adjust for 
biases. 



Expression/Cell QC (UMI) 

�  Counted UMIs are summarized in an expression matrix (gene 
or transcript X cell) 

�  This step will remove poor quality cells which were not 
detected in read QC or mapping QC. 

�  No standard method; usually delete outliers with respect to 
the rest of  the dataset, rather than comparing to specific 
quality standards. 

�  Package “scater” has an automatic outlier detection based on 
a set of  QC metrics like: 
�  Total features 
�  Endougenous features 
�  Top 100 features 
�  Etc 

�  After filtering low-quality cells, genes must be filtered since 
some genes may only be detected in poor quality cells. 





Normalization correcting for library size 

�  Library sizes vary, as total reads derived from each 
cell may differ substantially. 

�  Some quantification methods (e.g. Cufflinks, 
RSEM) incorporate library size when determining 
gene expression estimates, thus do not require 
library size normalization. 

�  For other quantification methods, correction for 
library size is needed. Methods developed for bulk 
RNA-seq can be applied to scRNA-seq. (e.g. UQ, SF, 
CPM, RPKM, FPKM, TPM). 



CPM 
�  Counts per million 

�  Divide each column by its total, then multiplying by 
1,000,000 

�  Normalizes for sequencing depth 

�  May hide highly-expressed DE genes and/or falsely 
create DE genes 

�  RPKM, FPKM and TPM are variants of  CPM, which 
further adjust counts by the length of the gene/
transcript 



10X normalization 
�  Relative library size for each cell is calculated as: 

�  Total UMI of  the cell divided by 
median_UMI_per_cell_across_all_cells 

�  So, it is similar to CPM, except replacing 1,000,000 
by median_UMI 



RLE (SF) 
�  Size factor was first used by DESeq. 

�  First, geometric mean of  each gene is calculated 
�  Then, SF for each cell is: 

�  Transformed to RLE (relative log expression) in 
edgeR/scater 

�  A drawback is that geometric mean uses only genes 
with non-zero expression values across all cells. 
Thus, it seems unadvisable for low-depth scRNA 
data with lots of  zero. 



UQ 

�  Upperquartile 

�  Each column is divided by 75% quartile of  the 
counts for each library. 

�  One drawback is that low-depth scRNA may result 
in 75% quartile being zero (or close to zero) 



TMM 

�  Weighted trimmed mean of  M-values 
�  One cell is first chosen as the reference 

�  M-values are gene-wise log2 fold-change between the other 
cells and the reference cell 

�  For each column, these values are then trimmed by 
removing the top and bottom ~30% 

�  For each column, the remaining values are averaged by 
weighting them to account for the effect of  the log scale on 
variance. 

�  Each non-reference cell is multiplied by the factor 

�  Challenged by insufficient non-zero genes after trimming 



downsampling 
�  To downsample the expression matrix so that each 

cell has approximately the same total number of  
molecules. 

�  Benefit: zero values will be introduced by down 
sampling, thus eliminating any biases due to 
differing number of  detected genes. 

�  Drawback: each time the downsampling is run, the 
resulting expression matrix is slightly different. 

�  Thus, often analyses must be run on multiple 
downsamplings to ensure results are robust. 



A variant of  CPM 
�  Package “scran” implements a variant of  CPM 

specialized for scRNA 

�  Deals with problem of  large number of  zeros per 
cell 

�  First, obtain pool-specific normalization factor 
�  Basically, pooling cells together and calculating a 

normalization factor for the sum of  each pool 

�  Then, as each cell is found in many different pools, 
cell-specific normalization factor can be 
deconvoluted 



Number of  individuals = 6 
Number of  cell types = 3 
Number of  genes = 100 
Number of  cells for each individual = 300 (100 + 100 
+ 100) 
Batch label= 1, 1, 1, 2, 2, 2 
Two batches vary by sequencing depth 

 Run scran and Seurat-RunCCA with simulated dataset 



ARI = 0.12 



scran 

ARI = 0.69 



Seurat- RunCCA 
RunCCA runs a canonical correlation analysis to identify 
common sources of  variation between the two datasets.  



Normalization for gene length 
�  RPKM, FPKM and TPM could not be directly 

derived from UMI dataset, since only the end of  
transcription containing UMI was sequenced and 
the entire gene/transcript is not sequenced. 

�  Package “scater” could help us calculate these 
values, by annotating gene/transcript names with 
their lengths. 



Other confounders 
�  Library size is a well-defined confounder and can be normalized by 

previous procedures. 

�  Technique confounders (aka batch effect) can arise frequently during 
experiments and are less well defined. 

�  Fundamentally, we need to identify the batch effects and remove sources 
of  variation in expression matrix that are not related to the biological 
signal of  interest.  

�  Various ways exist: spike-in (housekeeping) genes; endogenous genes. 

�  In principle, variability observed for spike-in genes is due to technique 
noise; whereas endogenous genes are affected by both technique noises 
and biological variability. 

�  However, in fact, variability of  spike-in genes can be higher than 
endogenous genes. Thus, homogenous genes are better. 



RUVseq (Remove Unwanted Variation) 

�  A GLM setting 

�  Y is n (sample) X J(gene) matrix; W is n X k for 
batch effect, X is n X p for covariates of  interest 

�  Several approaches can estimate effects of  W: 
�  RUVg 
�  RUVs 
�  RUVr 





Thank you 


